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January 29,1985
3F0185-18

Mr. John C. Hoyle
Acting Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Subject: Crystal River Unit 3
Docket No. 50-302
Operating License Nc. DPR-72
Revision of Backfitting Process for Power Reactors (49 FR 47034)

Dear Sir:

Florida Power Corporation (FPC) endorses the approach .being taken by the
Commission to establish requirements for long-term management of its review
process for the imposition of new regulatory requirements on power reactors.
Enclosed for your consideration are FPC's specific comments on the proposed
changes to 10 CFR 50.54, 50.109, 2.204, and Appendix O. Also enclosed are
comments regarding the various questions raised in the Federal Register notice.

Sincerely,

'W
.

G. R. Westafer
Manager, Nuclear Operations
Licensing and Fuel Management
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COMMENTS ON PROPOSED RULEMAKING
" REVISION OF BACKFITTING PROCESS

FOR POWER REACTORS"

PROPOSED CHANGES TO 10 CFR :
1

4:

1. . Position: - Proposed changes to 10 CFR Section 50.54(f). i

'_ Response: The method used to perform the evaluation between burden and
safety significance should either be defined or a reference to
Section 50.109 provided. The - EDO should be required to ;

" approve" the evaluations. This section should also provide for
a post-issuance appeal.

2. Position: Proposed revision to Section 50.109.

j Response: Since no quantitative method exists to perform the balance
between safety and costs, this section should provide for a post-
Issuance appeal. The EDO specifically and not the
" Commission" at large should determine when the immediate
imposition of a backfit is required. The immediate imposition
of a backfit, while not requiring an evaluation beforehand,
should not ignore the costs of the backfit. This allows the
consideration of the relative costs between alternative
solutions. The EDO should also be required to " approve the
evaluation prior to issuance".

. 3. Position: Proposed revision to Appendix O.

Response: - The method used to perform the evaluation between burden and
safety significance should either be defined or a reference to
' Section : 50.109 provided. The EDO should be -required to
" approve" the evaluations. This section should also provide for
a post-issuance appeal. .

4. . Position: - - Proposed revision to Section 2.204.-

Response: "Immediate action" to : protect the public health and safety
~ should not preclude the consideration of the cost.

~ FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE

1. Position: What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of the
NRC's and Industry's definitions of " regulatory requirements"?
(49 FR 47035, Column 2, Paragraph 3, Last Sentence)
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Response: The Industry approach of defining "backfitting" as a
modification or addition required by the Commission would be
less confusing than the Commission's approach of defining the
instrument of new " regulatory requirements". This is especially
true since the Commission noted they are not excluding the
possibility this proposed rulemaking may be utilized for other
processes such as rulemakings, rules, regulations, and orders not
currently being considered. Using the Industry approach, any
Commission imposed modification or addition would become
subject to the proposed backfit management controls.

2. - Position: Are the procedures set out in Section 50.109(d) too prescriptive,
or are they necessary to assure that certc!nty is injected into
the evaluation process for making a backfit detei.r.i: ation? (49
FR 47037, Colu:nn 1, Paragraph 4, Last Sentence)

Response: The information that is required to be considered appears to be
adequate for performing the determination required.

3. Position: Should Section 50.109 also apply to backfitting imposed through
rulemaking? When a modification is imposed by rule or

c regulation, should the affected licensee be afforded an appeal
to the EDO? What is the basis for this position? (49 FR 47037,'

Column I, Paragraph 6)

Response: Section 50.109 should apply to any rulemaking that would result
in a Commission imposed modification or addition. Since the
backfit management process is still subjective and qualitative,
a post-issuance appeal process would provide an opportunity for
the licensee to provide new or updated information relevant and
material to the proposed backfit before it becomes final.-

4. Position: Should Section 50.109 limit backfitting to backfits " imposed by
rule, regulation, or order"? If the imposition of backfits is not
limited to rule, regulation, or order, what other mechanisms
should be employed? (49 FR 47037, Column 2, Paragraph 1)

Respor.x. The backfit management controls proposed for Section 50.109
should apply to any modifications or additions imposed by the
NRC, regardless of the instrument. Using this approach, no
other mechanism should be required.

5. Position: Should a documented analysis of a proposed backfit come
before the backfit is issued or only after an affected licensee
lodges an appeal? - What should the timing be for the
documented analysis? What is the basis for this selection?
What factors should be considered? .(49 FR 47037,' Column 2,
Paragraph 2)

Response:- A documented . analysis of a proposed backfit should be
. completed by the staff and reviewed and approved by the
Executive Director for Operations before a backfit is issued.
The preparation time for the analysis .fiould be approximately
one month. If the preparation time is too long, it could lead to
the imposition of immediate backfits which do not include the
consideration of costs.
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6. Position: Should backfitting be defined as the impos; tion of new
regulatory requirements or the modification of previous
requirements (the cause) or defined as a " modification or
addition required by the Commission to the facility or to the
structures, systems or components of such facility, the design
thereof, or the procedures or organization required to construct
or operate such facility" (the effect)? What is the basis for this

.

position? -(49 FR 47037, Column 2, Paragraph 3)

Response: Backfitting should be defined using "the eficct" approach. This
definition would allow the backfit controls to be applied
regardless of the instrument of the change.

7. Position: The Industry's proposed standard for justification of a backfit is
" substantial improvement in the overall safety of the plant
considered over its remaining life". Is it appropriate to include
the concept of "over its remaining life"? What other standard
could be used? (49 FR 47037, Column 2, Paragraph 4)

Response: The " remaining life" of a plant is an appropriate consideration
and should be part of the evaluation given a backfit as proposed
by Section 30.109(d)(6). Extensive modifications near the end
of a plant's useful life could not be justified by the licensees.

8. Position: To what extent may the Commission consider costs, including
economic costs in backfitting decisions under the standards and
processes proposed in Section 50.109? What is the basis for the
position stated? (49 FR 47037, Column 2, Paragraph 5)

Response: Costs should remain a consideration, especially when choosing
between alternatives. Since no quantitative method exists to
balance costs and benefits, a post-issuance appeal process -
would allow licensees an opportunity to present additional
information that is relevant and material to the proposed
backfit. In the event that cost information is missing,
outdated, or incorrect, an improper conclusion may be reached
and backfits of marginal safety benefit would be imposed.

' 9. ' Position: Is it advisable to impose the requirements for backfitting _
analysis as a condition precedent to the issuance of a license

o amendment under 10 CFR 2.204? (49 FR 47037, Column 2,
Paragraph 6, Last Sentence)

Response: The backfit analysis should be a precondition for issuing a
license amendment.

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE

1. Position:. The backfitting standard proposed is subject to varying
interpretation and to abuse. Particularly, the standard
inappropriately allocates the burden in weighing safety benefits
and monetary costs by requiring the proponent of new safety
benefits to outweigh the costs. (49 FR 47039, Column 3,
Paragraph 4)

.
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Response: The proposed rule could be subject to varying interpretation.
That 'is why we propose a post-issuance appeal process to
remove any inequities. Placing the burden of defense on the
one whe opposes the imposition of a new requirement would
unfairiy bias the evaluation unless the affected licensee is made
part of the process. The proposed rule does not require the
costs to " outweigh" the safety benefits.

|

2. Position: The list of factors to be considered under the rule in evaluating -|

the benefits and costs of proposed backfits' heavily weighs the
evaluation against safety and other benefits and in favor of cost
considerations. (49 FR 47040, Column I, Paragraph 3)

L Response: The proposed rule does not: assign " weights" to any of the
factors. Neither does the rule bias the balance in favor of costs
or benefits. The potential benefits described should be
considered during.the evaluation. However, it should be noted
the modifications those benefits represent would be self-
imposed if the costs warranted.' The list of factors to be
considered in the evaluation can be supplemented by any.
additional information that is relevant and material.

3. Position: . The number of activities the Commission's proposed rule covers
-is too narrow. (49 FR 47040, Column 2, Paragraph 2)*

;

* ' Response: The number of activities the rule is intended to cover is too'-
narrow and should Le expanded using the Industry's approach to

'

cover any modification or addition imposed by the Commission.

4., Position: The Commission's proposed rule inappropriately includes within-
tits scope actions of the Commission itself and the Licensing and-

. Appeal Boards. (49 FR 47040, Column 2, Paragraph 3) -.
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Response: The Commission and the Licensing and Appeal Boards should be
..

constrained to -. utilize the 1 steps . proposed in _ the rule when
evaluating the implementation of a backfit upon licensees.>

'
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- 5. ; Pbsition: Proposed revision to Section 50.109 (Commission Asselstine's
~

' Alternative Rule)

F ; Response: ~" Regulatory. staff positions" are notilegally enforceable to.
Limpose .backfit requirements on licensees. .Considering only-
safety costs : and safety 1 benefits may ; preclude. evaluating L

"

,

. system interaction effects. Therefore, consideration of overall-
:x costs' and benefits should .be part ;of the evaluation. . The'

.

-
~ '" presumption in favor of the backfit" unless clearly outweighed

. by_ monetary cost is a built-in bias that would prohibit a fair-
~

evaluation of the backfit. - Immediate. imposition _of a backfit j

n -
should not exclude consideration of costs. --
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